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ABSTRACT

India has been following informed consent (opt-in) system of organ donation but soft pressures to shift to presumed consent (opt-out) system are simultaneously palpable. This paper describes presumed consent briefly and explains why the need to shift to this system is felt. The paper challenges the morality of presumed consent system and describes its use as absolutely unethical in view of socio cultural diversity, educational disparity and profound class stratification of our country. The paper throws some light on our own system which, unlike other countries, is not ready for this change. It focuses on thought-provoking issues that are deterrents to achieving increase in organ donation even if presumed consent system is adopted in India. It reflects the outcome of this coercive legal option in some countries. In some countries there was no change in organ donation rates. A few countries witnessed negative repercussions of presumed consent system. Some of these countries had no option except to revert back to opt-in system. The paper tries to give a message to the public and professionals by comparing Spain to India that has high donation rates in the world not because of presumed consent but because of other contributory factors. Spain initiated organ donation and transplant activities much ahead of India and their healthcare services are rated the best in the world. Socio-cultural, religious and political milieu unlike India is conducive to organ donation in Spain. Adequate investments in public health, adequate budget for organ donation and transplantation, excellent infrastructure, availability of public health assistance to 99% population, adequate availability of ICU beds, extending end of life care to all, positive approach to organ donation by majority of people, thorough professionalism and public trust is what makes Spain the best country in organ donation. The same is lacking in India. The paper warns us of this coercive option by drawing a parallel to the coercions that took place when India acted coercively to control population through compulsory sterilization and led to the wrath of masses in 1976. India as on date needs to focus on other issues to increase organ donation rates like development of infrastructure, developing well-functioning national, regional and state level organizations, building in trust of people, identifying potential donors, managing donors, caring for donor families, training manpower, increasing awareness on organ donation and transplantation, reimbursing fees to organ retrieval hospitals, merging efforts of various stakeholders, developing transparent and workable organ sharing policies and regular auditing of brain stem deaths.
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INTRODUCTION

In India pressures to shift to opt-out – option or presumed consent especially from those who have very limited knowledge regarding this legislation are palpable which needs to be evaluated in view of following explanations.

WHAT IS PRESUMED CONSENT SYSTEM?

It means presuming that every person has consented to donate organs as well as tissues for transplantation in case he has not registered his will against such donation during life. A person who does not want his
organs/tissues to be retrieved from his body for transplantation after death (brain stem death/brain death/natural death) is bound to document his will against donation during life in driving license, opt- out register or in a legal document as per the legal framework of a country; otherwise he is considered a willing organ/tissue donor. This option shifts its base to unwilling people and places a binding on them to register their will against donation.

In absence of such registered unwillingness it is presumed that individual an has consented to donate organs and persuading family is not required to retrieve organs or tissues. Some of the countries who have adopted presumed consent legislation are Austria, Belgium, Columbia, France, Italy, Norway, Singapore, Sweden and Spain.¹

WHY DO WE WANT PRESUMED CONSENT SYSTEM IN INDIA?

Supply of organ and tissues is less in comparison to demand for the same worldwide and India is no exception to it. All over the world including India, opt-in option demands willingness of not only the individuals but families too. Families in many cases refuse to donate organs which disheartens the transplant community. Presumed consent in place gives them an authority and ownership of organs and tissues. It also ensures respite from humanitarian and professional efforts of persuading, explaining, counselling, and motivating families to donate organs of brain stem dead donors. The intended motive behind such attempts is to save the lives of patients waiting for organ transplantation.

IS PRESUMED CONSENT SYSTEM ETHICAL IN INDIA?

Organ donation involves two things; one is acceptance of brain stem death by the donor family; second is donation of organs from that brain stem dead donor. If we legalize presumed consent system we shall be presuming that everyone has understood brain stem death and has simultaneously accepted this form of death. In addition we shall be presuming that they have no objection to donation of organs and tissue in case the potential donor had not registered unwillingness to donate. The family consent to donate organs from that brain stem dead donor may not be required. Not only are there many types of tissues and organs in body, there are many types of deaths as well.¹ Is it ethical to presume everything in this so called presumed consent when we know that there are universal debates and dilemmas about brain stem death? Further there is lack of understanding by not only people but professionals too about this form of death.²³ Organ donation is sacred and treated as “gifts of life”, and gifts cannot be stolen or robbed ethically. Some believe this option amounts to legitimate robbery of biological assets and encroachment into biological boundaries of human beings simultaneously. Presumed consent is nothing more than an illusion of a choice.

People are not that literate to understand the nuances of brain stem death and organ donation. India is a country where class stratification, uneven distribution of resources and socio cultural diversity prevail extensively. Besides this, psychosocial milieu of India is varied owing to different family structures, religious faiths, cultural norms and values that are interconnected with dying, death, body, soul, life after death etc. All these aspects are ingrained in organ donation from brain stem dead donors as was described by a few people and professionals in India.

- People assume that the person has a life after death and shall have to consume food in other world after death. They do bury the eatables with the person so that the person gets enough in other world. If some of his organs are removed for transplantation how he will assimilate the food there? How can we deprive him of these assets and send him without his own persona?
- A medical doctor enquired about soul of her mother as her mother’s heart was beating in someone’s chest after her mother’s organs were retrieved following brain stem death. She enquired, when did the soul leave my mother’s body? My mother’s heart is still beating.
- Daughter-in-law after consenting to donate organs of a brain stem dead donor was questioned by lamenting and crying mother-in-law at home asking her what she had done. What about “Moksha” of my child? Will my child get “Moksha” (Salvation)?

People usually are absolutely illiterate or relatively illiterate. Can people understand what brain stem death is or we don’t want them to understand? If they don’t understand, well and good, we are not accountable. The narratives of doctors are usually in medical language which are not understood by the literate; leave aside the illiterate which forms a major portion of our society. If we tell a person that his patient is brain stem dead, it becomes difficult for him to understand what that really means because he sees that his patient is still alive with a beating heart. There have been incidents when relatives of patients expressed deep anger to organ transplant coordinators in India when they were approached by them for considering organ donation of their brain stem dead relative. Also, in many health awareness programmes when I talked about brain stem death, well educated people started talking about stem cells and asked questions. It was after the third or fourth such programme did I realize why people speak about stem cells. The word stem in brain stem death had landed them into an area which was never intended to be talked about. Similarly when I talked about tissue donation, people misinterpreted it as tissue paper.
In India 33% of the people are living below poverty line who cannot afford basic facilities let alone a right to second lease of life through organ transplant. The way we are eying on people's bodies through this legislation is not ethical. We do not legally exercise our right on the unutilized property of people. Can we presume that if a person has not made a will of his property for his family, it means he wanted to give his property to poor people in need? Well, this will serve a better cause for the nation. So many night care shelters could be provided through such a great gesture. Homeless people would neither die of cold in winters nor of heat waves in summers. It may satisfy the soul of the dead person too. We have too many explanations towards this great social cause. We have every right to assume that if the person had desired to give his property to his children he would have definitely made a will to do so. Since he has not made a will in favor of his children and has simultaneously not shown his reluctance to give to the poor, we should presume that he wanted to give his property to the deprived people of this nation. We can even quote the narratives of few people who wanted to donate their bodies after death not for social cause but for preventing their children from performing last rites at death. They felt that their children had failed to take care of them during their lives in old age when they needed them the most.5

Exercising this law would mean favouring transplant tourism as these transplant surgeries are not within the reach of the common people in India. Transplant tourism is flourishing in various countries and India is no exception to it.

**CAN WE ACHIEVE INCREASE IN ORGAN DONATION THROUGH PRESUMED CONSENT SYSTEM?**

It is often quoted that India needs 1,50,000 organs, 20,000 livers and 50,000 hearts every year. But the fact is that can never be achieved even if we put this coercive option in place and simultaneously pool all the global transplant resources in India as globally in 2013 there have been only 117,700 solid organ transplants, with 78,950 kidneys and 25,029 livers.5 It is always a few people that shall be benefitted of these surgeries. We need not to be too optimistic with this option and we also need to be happy with our place in this world. It is only 77 countries that have deceased donation programme in place, 104 countries are performing kidney transplantation and only 73 countries are performing liver transplantation and India is also one such country.5

Professionals tend to think of competing with Spain that has the highest deceased organ donation rates and also has presumed consent in place. There is a need to understand the diversity in these two countries. Spain is a developed country while India is a developing country. Spain has a small population of 46,507,760 people who are primarily Christians with 77 percent Catholics who usually support organ donation.6,7 India on the other hand has 210,854,977 with 79.80% Hindus, has multiple cultures and most of these people believe in intact body, soul, rebirth etc.8 About 90% of the Spanish population has a favourable opinion about organ donation whereas opinions are varied in India among different religions too.9,10

India also lags far behind in comparison to Spain. The transplant legislation was approved in 1994 in India, about 15 years later than Spain that adopted this legislation in 1979.9,11 In Spain, National Level Organization called Organization Nacional de Transplantes (ONT) was established in 1989 whereas National Organ and Tissue Transplant Organization, (NOTTO) a national level organization in India has been established recently in 2014.5 As a result Spain has a well-developed national level central office, 17 autonomous communities at regional level and 139 hospital coordination teams whereas the system in India is in the process of getting established with National, Regional and State level Organ and Tissue Transplant Organizations like NOTTO, ROTTO and SOTTO all over the country that will definitely take time.9,12 There is a need to look into the Investment on organ donation programme too which is 2999999 dollars per year in Spain whereas it has been 149.50 crores in 12th Five Year Plan in India.9,13

The organ donation is also dependent on the availability of ICU beds and inadequacy of ICU beds in India is a major deterrent to diagnosis of brain stem deaths in India.14 Spain has 87.5 ICU beds per million in comparison to a meagre number of total 70000 ICU beds in India and Spain continues to take care of its people even if there are no chances of survival which cannot happen in India owing to less number of ICU beds.15,16

In Spain public health assistance is available to 99% population whereas in India 75% patients spend money out of their own pocket in tertiary care hospitals.9,17 Spanish healthcare services are well trusted and regularly rated among the world’s best and has stringent Brain Death criteria for organ donation in place that has to be documented by a 30 minutes of silent EEG whereas India has an unregulated and unaccountable health system and follows brain stem death criteria (clinical diagnosis through apnoea test only and no EEG).9,18-20 The presumed consent system along with less stringent criteria of brain stem death diagnosis as is followed in India has greater chances of misuse in the private sector.

Spain also has a very efficient system in place, varying from potential donor detection, donor management, and reimbursement of fee to hospitals that provide organ donors and a continuous audit of brain stem death.9,21 Developing this type of system in India is challenging and shall take time.12

A steady increase in cadaveric organ donation in Spain in one decade (1989 – 98) from 14.3 pmp to 35.1 pmp is
believed to be the result of availability of human resource that identify potential donors easily. India needs to focus upon this issue rather than on presumed consent.22 We need not to be too optimistic about this system as India is a country where public trust on medical system is also of great concern. We need to understand the gravity of shortage of infrastructure and trained manpower as patients who have willing living organ donors are also succumbing to their diseases, waiting for transplant surgeries to be performed for more than a year.23

DOES PRESUMED CONSENT SYSTEM ALWAYS LEAD TO INCREASE IN ORGAN DONATION?

In developing countries the results of presumed consent are not that encouraging.24 In fact, no substantial increase in donation rates from deceased donors was perceived in countries like Chile by shifting from an opt-in to opt-out system in 2009 and the average deceased donation rates declined to 6.78 PMP (2009–2013) after implementing presumed consent which was 8.08 PMP (2004–2008).25 Sweden continues to have low rates of organ donation although they have presumed consent legislation in place from 1996 onwards. In Brazil and France, this option led to negative repercussions and the country witnessed hostile response to organ donation.26

US alike India operates on opt-in system. Its organ donation rates are better than many other countries that have opt-out version in place.27 In fact it is not presumed consent but a combination of other factors like investment in health care, infrastructure and manpower, availability of donors, public attitude and awareness on organ donation and transplantation that play an important role in increasing organ donation.28

We need to draw lessons from the countries where this option did not work and need to be cautious with this coercive option as it may backlash the way our family planning programme did. The presumed consent in organ donation if adopted could meet the same fate as was met by national initiative on family planning during 1976-77 that eventually led to “forced sterilization” and brought unpardonable wrath of the common man.29

CONCLUSION

The presumed consent system is neither conducive nor ethical in the Indian context. India initiated national initiatives late. National Organ Transplant Programme was initiated in 2009 almost 16 years after passing on THOA-1994. About 16 years of lull by central government towards national initiatives left states and private organizations on their own to develop a mechanism of organ donation and transplantation. National Organ and Tissue Transplant Organization (NOTTO) is in the process of picking up the pieces together and trying to amalgamate efforts of all these stakeholders. The focus has to be on development of infrastructure like National Organ and Tissue Transplant Organization (NOTTO), Regional Organ and Tissue Transplant Organization (ROTT0 and State Organ and Tissue Transplant Organization (SOTTO), effective functioning and coordination of these organizations, building in trust of people, identifying potential donors, managing donors, training manpower, increasing awareness on organ donation and transplantation, reimbursing fees to organ retrieval hospitals and auditing of brain stem death in India.
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